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Plastic clamp UV stabilized - Clamp for cable tubes
40mm clipfix-UV 40 sw

Fränkische
clipfix-UV 40 sw
22571040
4013960312850 EAN/GTIN

2,01 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (USA)

UV-stabilized plastic clamp clipfix-UV 40 sw Material plastic, surface untreated, outer diameter 40mm, clipfix-UV is a plastic clamp made of modified PVC, non-flame
propagating. This plastic clamp is used for the black plastic straight pipe FPKu-ES-F-UV and for all corrugated pipes. The clamps can be stacked and lined up on a C profile rail
(10mm). When fastening under extreme conditions such as vibration, high temperatures, overhead, high weights, etc., the specified clamp distances must be greatly reduced or
replaced with metal bracket clamps (ASG-E). UV stable for up to 10 years.
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
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outside the EU.
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